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The 2009 GEO Awards celebrate outstanding performance in the international employee share plan community by honoring the impressive achievements of ten companies from around the world. Award winners were
recognized in Paris, the City of Light and site of GEO’s 10th Anniversary Conference.
This year, the Judges received and reviewed a record number of award submissions. With honorees representing
France, Netherlands, United Kingdom and United States and covering employees in more than 60 countries,
this year’s GEO Awards is one of the most geographically diverse ever. Although not everyone emerged a winner, we acknowledge the tremendous achievement represented by all the submissions, especially in the face of
continuing economic uncertainty.
In late April, our independent panel of Judges carefully reviewed the submissions and selected those that
deserved to receive a GEO Award. Our Judges are highly respected within the employee share plan community
and represent different views from within our industry to ensure that each award submission is evaluated properly. This booklet provides a short synopsis of why each winner was selected.

Award Photos: Chris Christodoulou

GEO’s mission is to provide all members with an opportunity to meet and learn from one another and to continually acknowledge outstanding achievement in encouraging corporate success through employee ownership.
By providing that recognition, the GEO Awards serve as inspiration throughout the global community served
by GEO. We warmly congratulate both the winners and all those that make major contributions to the lives
of employees around the world.
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In 2009, the Judges made awards in four categories. These categories represent the general distinctions in
how plans can be promoted, designed, and operated to the highest caliber. Descriptions of each category are
outlined below.
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BEST PLAN EFFECTIVENESS:

Stock plans are key to helping a company achieve its corporate mission and goals. This award category is to
highlight companies that have spent time and energy developing an employee equity compensation plan
that works toward those various corporate objectives. The criteria for this category is based on an assessment
of employee participation, significant "take-up" levels among employees (taking into account the type of
plan), and other ways of involving employees in the operation of the company. An essential component of
assessing effectiveness is a clear statement of the goals of the plan in addition to a demonstrated measurement
technique.

A�out �heGEO

MOST INNOVATIVE AND CREATIVE PLAN DESIGN:
Stock plans can be created to meet a multitude of corporate objectives that must be balanced with the legal,
regulatory, and tax issues both in the headquarter country as well as in jurisdictions across the globe. An
equally challenging obstacle is to create a single global plan that maintains the core corporate philosophy and
addresses local cultural concerns. This category allows applicants to demonstrate how inventive and creative
they were in working around potential stumbling blocks in developing and implementing global share ownership plans. Measurements in this category include how well the plan was creatively adapted to local tax
and regulatory laws, innovative ways to increase employee participation and excitement, and how their plan
differs from competitors or industry norms.

war�s
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continued on next page…
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BEST PLAN COMMUNICATION:

A�out �heGEO

Communication is key to the successful operation of any employee stock plan and operating plans internationally presents special geographic, linguistic, and cultural challenges. Judges look for the most effective
and appropriate communication methods and materials used in a plan. Judges take into consideration a
company’s size and the number of employees to whom the company must communicate the plan. For instance, awards were not based on the amount of money spent on a communications program but based on
the content, message delivered, coherency, and style.

BEST USE OF TECHNOLOGY:

war�s
A

Well designed and communicated global stock plans can be prohibitively expensive and time consuming
if not properly managed and operated. The use of paper/print confirmation, enrollment, account management forms, and communication materials inherently slow the implementation and management of these
plans. Corporate stock plan administration departments have thus found websites, intranets, and other
electronic tools invaluable and cost effective tools in managing, communicating, and administering international equity compensation plans. The GEO Award for Best Use of Technology is granted to companies
that have developed innovative, appropriate, and comprehensive technological solutions to share plan administration, communication, and internal project management.

Welcome �o �he GEO
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JUDGES' AWARD CRITERIA:
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The GEO Award Judges may award a company, organization, or individual that has made an exceptional
contribution towards promoting global employee share ownership. Judges may select the company or organization from the annual applicant pool, however the Judges have the discretion to select any company,
organization, or individual they believe warrants this award. Nominations will not be solicited for the
Judges’ Award. This award is granted to a company, organization, or individual that needs no application
– a winner that is recognized as a leader in the field. If the award is given to a company or organization,
the Judges will evaluate the overall impact the equity plan, or promotion of equity plans, has had on its
employees, shareholders, community, and the business environment. Individual awards will be based on the
contribution of that person to the equity compensation profession over their lifetime. This year, the Judges
recognized both a company and an organization with Judges’ Awards.

GEO
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The GEO Award Judges are composed of leading equity
compensation professionals. GEO Award Judges meet in the
early part of each year to review all submitted GEO Award
applications and make their determinations for each category and division. Judges consider each application separately,
individually rank each application, and then review the entire applicant pool. Judges only consider the information
submitted on the GEO Award Application Form (as well as
supporting documentation, material with the application,
and any electronic materials). Judges are not made aware of
the service providers who have helped to assist, develop, and
implement these plans. It is our policy to not identify our
Judges prior to the awards presentations to ensure fairness
and impartiality for all applicants.

The200

Each year, we select our Judges based on demonstrated performance in the field. In addition, we will choose Judges
that have little direct contact with the likely award candidate
companies – we attempt to minimize any conflict of interest
between a Judge's prior work or involvement with applicant
companies. If a Judge has had substantial prior involvement
with a company submitting an application, that Judge will
not be allowed to assess the quality of that application and
the remaining Judges will make the determination on that
applicant.
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The GEO Award Judges are asked to assess the quality of all
submitted applications for the various categories and divisions and in addition, are asked to consider an individual,
organization, or company for the Judges' Award.
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DEBBIE TSOI-A-SUE, CEP, YAHOO! INC., US

Debbie Tsoi-A-Sue has 10+ years of experience with equity compensation. Prior to focusing her career within the stock
compensation industry, Debbie headed Human Resources for a Northern California-based technology firm and managed
all aspects of their private company equity programs. She went on to hold stock plan administration posts at Genentech,
Sun Microsystems and various small to mid-sized Northern California Bay Area companies through consulting engagements. Her experience base encompasses many facets of global stock plan administration, including communication/education design and execution, M&A projects, SEC reporting, and many components of finance/tax/accounting for stock-based
compensation. She currently serves as Director of Stock Plan Services for Yahoo! Inc.

A�out �heGEO

Debbie has a Bachelor of Science in Organizational Behavior from the University of San Francisco. She obtained her Certified Equity Professional designation from Santa Clara University in 2001. During her equity compensation career, she has
volunteered time with the CEP Institute for test development activities. She has also served with the Silicon Valley Chapter
of the National Association of Stock Plan Professionals (NASPP) for many years as Secretary, Web Coordinator, Annual
Conference Coordinator and Program Committee Chairperson. Debbie currently heads the Northern California region for
GEO and serves as Chairperson for the Silicon Valley chapter.

war�s
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Susan Jane Mellors, DIAGEO PLC, UNITED KINGDOM
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Sue Mellors is the Director of Financial Services at Diageo PLC. Sue set up the Financial Services function for Diageo in 2006
by merging Payroll, Pensions, Share Registration and Employee and Executive Share Schemes. The operation spans across UK
and Ireland and acts in a dual capacity as Diageo’s Registrar.
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The unique in-house share registration operation assures Diageo an exclusive position in the FTSE 100 and allows the company to coordinate all of its pay and benefit structures into one operation. Diageo offers a range of executive and employee
share plans to its 22,000 employees globally and is expanding its remit to cover Diageo’s emerging markets. Sue is based in
Edinburgh and leads a team of 60 plus who are based across UK and Ireland, and liaises closely with Diageo’s Company Secretarial, Reward, HR and Finance functions. Sue is a Fellow of the Institute of Company Secretaries and a regular speaker at
industry conferences including GEO.
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Sue has recently been invited to join the Company of Merchants of the City of Edinburgh and is actively involved in the
Edinburgh Community where she lives with her young daughter.

PAUL JACKSON, HSBC INSURANCE, UNITED KINGDOM

A�out �heGEO

Paul Jackson has been Head of Reward for the Insurance businesses within HSBC since 2007, which involves the matrix
management of performance-related pay designed to increase significantly the contribution of Insurance to Group profits over
time. Between 2001 and 2007, as Senior Reward Manager in HSBC Group Reward, his remit included the strategy and communication of the Group's long-term incentives and especially employee share plans. During this time, he was instrumental
in developing new discretionary share awards and the introduction of a ground breaking all-employee plan. Prior to this, he
was the Group's Investor Relations Manager and this previous focus on corporate objectives, analysis, company law, tax and
shares in general have proved to be applicable to many aspects of HR and share plans.
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BestPlan
Effectiveness

In 2009, the Judges made two awards in the Best Plan Effectiveness category. The honorees recognized undertook
different paths but reached the same destination, highly effective equity compensation programs that contributed to the
strategic success of the organization while also delivering considerable value to plan participants.

Best Plan
Communication
BestUse of
Technolo
Royal Ahold wishes to thank the following companies
for professional contributions made to their award
winning equity compensation plan:
®
®

Deloitte
Intertrust

®
®

Monidee
Towers Perrin

Royal Ahold

In 2005, Royal Ahold, a Dutch supermarket operator with numerous brands throughout Europe and the
United States, was facing a crisis of confidence. Their
long-term incentive plan, based almost exclusively on
stock options, was significantly underwater and had lost
all incentive value with targeted employee groups. As
a result, the firm set about on a program redesign that
would reestablish the credibility of the remuneration
program among employees.

The resulting program, dubbed Global Reward Opportunity (GRO), was based upon the use of share grants to
key employees throughout the organization. GRO was
designed in line with “Einstein’s Law” – make things as
simple as possible, but no simpler – a goal that drove the
supporting education and communications programs
that enhanced uptake and participation in the program.
Most importantly, however, Royal Ahold clearly listened
to the needs of their employees and built a program
designed to meet those needs.

Four years on, the first grant tranche has vested and
GRO has been firmly established as a key component of
remuneration for key contributors. Both paper-based and
electronic options were established for share exercise and
satisfaction of tax liability easily and without confusion.
By taking a comprehensive approach that kept employee
attitudes and requirements in mind at every stage, Royal
Ahold successfully restored the long-term incentive
program to its rightful place as a meaningful and valued
component of employee remuneration. The Judges are
pleased to recognize that long-term strategic success with
this award for Best Plan Effectiveness.

PastRecipients
BestPlan
Effectiveness

Best Plan
Communication
BestUse of
Technolog
Royal Dutch Shell wishes to thank the following
company for professional contributions made to
their award winning equity compensation plan:
®

Computershare

Royal Dutch Shell

A past GEO Award winner, Royal Dutch Shell has a
strong commitment to equity compensation programs for
key employees. While many might be tempted to stay the
course with a proven program, Shell has never been content to rest on its laurels. Instead, it has continually looked
to improve its offerings and to extend employee ownership
even farther into the worldwide organization.
Shell’s latest effort, its Global Employee Stock Purchase
Plan (GESPP), confirms that dedication to continual
improvement. Since its inception in 2000, the GESPP has
extended share ownership opportunities to employees in
51 countries. Encouraged by that success, and in keeping with the overall corporate goal to ‘standardize and
streamline’, Shell’s share plan team worked to simplify
the processes associated with their GESPP, reducing the
burden on local HR teams and improving tax compliance
throughout the world.
PANTONE 871 C

PANTONE 4975 C

As a result, Shell has seen an increase in participation
in every country in which they operate. Overall, Shell
achieved a 34% increase in program membership in a
single year, prompting the Judges to present this award for
Best Plan Effectiveness.
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Publicis Groupe

Publicis Groupe wishes to thank the following
companies for professional contributions made to
their award winning equity compensation plan:

war�
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In early 2008, Publicis, a leading French advertising and
communications firm, recognized that employee ownership was considerably below that in comparable firms
and set out to implement a new equity compensation
program. In keeping with overall corporate values, the
new program had to be open to all employees, not just
senior management. Numerous options were considered
and a worldwide French-style Employee Stock Purchase
Plan was selected.

®

Credit Agricole

®

Shearman & Sterling

Key to the new program was a free shares offering to all
45,000 employees worldwide, supplemented by significant modifications to an existing key contributor plan
and a unique co-investment plan, dubbed LionLead,
for senior executives. The Judges applaud the flexibility
and adherence to values demonstrated by Publicis under
challenging conditions and are pleased to present them
with the GEO Award for Most Innovative and Creative
Plan Design.

The200

As the global economic outlook darkened, however, the
share plan team at Publicis realized the impact the economy would have on an ESPP program, which required
participants to contribute cash in exchange for shares.
Nimbly, Publicis re-evaluated their options and created a
unique three-part plan to benefit all employees.
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BestUse of
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COMPANIES WITH MORE THAN 75,000 EMPLOYEES

BAE Systems wishes to thank the following
company for professional contributions made to
their award winning equity compensation plan:
®

Citi Smith Barney

BAE Systems
One of the world’s largest defense companies, BAE
Systems launched its first employee share plan for employees outside of the UK in 2008. Although initial uptake
was impressive, BAE saw the opportunity for even greater
penetration and implemented a well-considered employee
communications plan to promote that objective.
The resulting program was remarkably detailed and
comprehensive, including, for example, translations into
both local languages and dialects and other concessions
to local cultural requirements. Communication materials
were customized and a unique telephone-based enrollment
system was developed and supported by local HR leaders
throughout the world. Internal call centers were incorporated into the process as well, providing employees with
a personalized resource to build an understanding of the
program. Response mechanisms were monitored and data
collected were used to further expand participation.

As a result of this commitment to communications with
employees, overall participation in the program exceeded
expectations. More importantly, to this day, approximately
92% of all employees retain their ownership position,
despite positive growth in the share price. The Judges are
happy to recognize this achievement with the GEO Award
for Best Plan Communication.

COMPANIES WITH 30,000 TO 75,000 EMPLOYEES

Serco Group wishes to thank the following
company for professional contributions made to
their award winning equity compensation plan:
®

Linklaters

Serco Group
As one of the UK’s leading service companies, Serco
Group understands the importance of engaging employees for better results. As a result, when Serco prepared to
launch their new Sharesave scheme in 2008, the communications strategy was an integrated component of the
program from the outset.
Like most successful communications efforts, Serco’s
approach was multimodal in nature. Led by the active
participation of the CEO, Serco leveraged a variety of
communications tools in support of Sharesave, including
print, corporate intranet, printed materials, telephone, and
in-person meetings. All communications were both localized to specific work environments and personalized for all
recipients.

Uptake was more than 22% greater than targeted overall, with 23% of the employee population participating.
Participation outside the home market was even more
impressive, with a 27% uptake beyond the UK. The
Judges saw this achievement as reinforcing the impact of
an effective communication plan and are pleased to honor
Serco Group for this accomplishment.

HONORABLE MENTION

Hewlett-Packard wishes to thank the following
companies for professional contributions made to
their award winning equity compensation plan:
®

Mercer

®

Merrill Lynch

Hewlett-Packard
The Judges appreciate the opportunity to recognize
Hewlett-Packard for the targeted communication efforts
deployed in their most recent plan offering. Benefitting
from clearly defined goals and expectations, HP was able
to deploy multiple communication avenues, all focused
on a single objective – the understanding of the impact of

cash flow in the success of the organization. The effectiveness of the communications strategy has been evidenced
by a renewed interest in cash flow metrics and better management of department financial performance.

Communication
BestUse of
Technology
COMPANIES WITH 30,000 TO 75,000 EMPLOYEES

Logica wishes to thank the following company for
professional contributions made to their award
winning equity compensation plan:
®

Computershare

Logica
As a leading provider of IT services in a unified structure,
Logica’s independent paper-based solutions for each of
three different employee share schemes was at odds with
the strategic vision of the corporation. In an effort to
bridge that gap, and to improve employee engagement
with their share offerings, Logica embarked on a comprehensive effort to leverage their technology experience to
provide a better employee experience.
PANTONE 871 C

PANTONE 4975 C

Logica’s new technology infrastructure was built with
several key objectives in view. High on that list was to
“enhance the status of the share plans as a valuable part
of employee remuneration”, leading to an overall increase
in plan participation. All share plan information was
organized into a single, self-service, web portal, customized
for the company and providing employees with the tools
necessary to manage their own participation.

The resulting platform provided a secure web-based solution that guided the employee through the complete equity
compensation lifecycle, from plan enrollment through to
personal portfolio management and online trading. Tools
were also provided to help management address particular governance issues related to employee share plans. A
resulting 38% increase in plan uptake leads the Judges to
recognize Logica for this important achievement.

COMPANIES WITH FEWER THAN 30,000 EMPLOYEES

Google wishes to thank the following
company for professional contributions made to
their award winning equity compensation plan:
®
®
®

Morgan Stanley
Citi Smith Barney
Charles Schwab

Google
When Google required a solution to manage their firstever option exchange experience, it was no surprise the
Silicon Valley innovator turned to the Internet. Their
option exchange, which had a feature that allowed their
participant base to better manage hedging their program
elections added a level of complexity to the program. The
resulting platform promoted a straightforward, comforting approach to what can be a challenging scenario for
employees.

The resulting solution was flexible enough to meet the
varying needs of different audiences at Google. The web
portal was rich in informational content as well, providing
a comprehensive set of context-driven Frequently Asked
Questions (FAQs). Employees were also able to select from
a list of election methodologies.
As a result, 93% of all employees took advantage of the
option exchange, leading the Judges to honor Google with
the GEO Award for Best Use of Technology.

Honorable Mention

Freescale Semiconductor wishes to thank the following
company for professional contributions made to
their award winning equity compensation plan:
®

Global Shares

Freescale Semiconductor
The Judges would also like to honor the achievements
realized by Freescale Semiconductor and their customized
web-based option exchange management system.
Freescale’s system, deployed in 25 countries, both provided
employees with the information and tools necessary to

make informed decisions in a timely manner, but also
met the varying compliance requirements in different
jurisdictions. Results included a 91% take-up rate and a
reinforcement of the value proposition associated with
Freescale’s equity compensation program.
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Pearson PLC wishes to thank the following companies
for professional contributions made to
their award winning equity compensation plan:

Pearson PLC
An honoree in the inaugural GEO Awards in 2002, Pearson
has long demonstrated a commitment to provide quality
share ownership opportunities to their employees. Through
a variety of vehicles collected under the umbrella “Share in
Pearson”, Pearson has enabled employees in more than sixty
countries to contribute to and share in the success of the
organization.
A leader in international media, education and communications, it should come as no surprise that Pearson is a leader
in internal employee communications as well. That said, the

ifs ProShare
ifs ProShare is a UK-based not-for-profit organization
dedicated to encouraging employee share ownership
and workplace financial education. As a part of the ifs
School of Finance, ifs ProShare acts to facilitate communication between employee share plan professionals,
service providers and others committed to quality equity
compensation programs.

®

Equiniti		

®

JPM Casenove

®

Freshfields

®

Ernst & Young

effectiveness of their communication program reflects the
success Pearson has also achieved in employee share program
design and implementation.
In recognizing the successful rollout of their most recent
programs, WorldWide Save for Shares and the innovative
ShareStore, the Judges were also impressed with the extensive two-way communications platform Pearson established,
and the fact that feedback provided by plan participants was
used to tailor their programs for even greater success. The
comprehensive and considered nature of their most recent
achievement, combined with a long history of support, leads
the Judges to bestow this award.

A key component of the ifs ProShare mission is to represent the
employee share plan industry to key policymakers and regulatory
bodies, including the European Commission. In this capacity,
they have been tireless in their support of the EU Prospectus
Directive, designed to provide a single streamlined standard for
the publication of information relating to equity offerings within
Europe.
Since the Prospectus Directive took effect at the end of 2003,
ifs ProShare has promoted numerous learning opportunities for
members of the equity compensation community regarding its
provisions and impact. With this in mind, the Judges are pleased
to acknowledge the singular achievement of ifs ProShare in support of the EU Prospectus Directive and the European share plan
community.

GEO
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Special Recognition of Individuals and GEO Chapters
for work and contributions to GEO in 2009
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Best inStar war�s
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Each year, the GEO Board of Directors and staff present awards to recognize and thank our outstanding volunteers around
the world. GEO has relied on the voluntary efforts of hundreds of people since its foundation by volunteers in 1999. Without the insights, passion, energy, and time of these dedicated individuals, GEO would not have been created nor would the
breadth of issues and dialogue have been developed.

PastRecipients
All of our volunteers deserve special recognition; however, the ‘GEO Star’ and ‘GEO Pioneer’ awards go to a few individuals who have been exceptional and outstanding contributors to the organization in the past year. This year, we are specially
recognizing the work of the following individuals and chapters.
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OUTSTANDING CONTRIBUTION IN SUPPORT OF GEO

THE LAW FIRM NETWORK, IRELAND

Anthony M.D. Kirwan,

The Law Firm Network, Ireland

If ever it can be said, “he’s done it all” about a man, that man is Tony Kirwan. As a
founding corporate sponsor, he helped provide the vision and support that created GEO
in 1999. Beyond that, he served two terms on GEO’s Board of Directors before stepping down to assume a leadership role in establishing and enhancing GEO’s presence in
Outstanding
Australia and Asia. In addition to these formal roles, Tony has continually
served as one
Support of GEO
of GEO’s most senior and well-respected ambassadors, tirelessly introducing
the organiDEBBIE TSOI-A-SUE
YAHOO!, INC., UNITED STATES
zation throughout the world.
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ANTHONY M.D. KIRWAN
THE LAW FIRM NETWORK, IRELAND
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YAHOO!, INC., UNITED STATES

Outstanding
Support of GEO

Debbie Tsoi-A-Sue, Yahoo!, Inc., United States
Known as an exceptional ‘multi-tasker’, Debbie has served for the past two years as a
GEO Awards Judge and playing the key leadership role in GEO’s re-energized Northern
California Chapter. The Northern California Chapter has proved so successful in recent
months that it has split into two separate groups, with dual bases in San Francisco and
Silicon Valley. We have a sense that her contributions are only just beginning.
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Sandra Buth, Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu
Acting as a guiding force Down Under, Sandra can rightly be considered GEO’s patron
saint in Australia. Her strategic vision and support led to one of GEO’s most highly attended local chapter events this past Spring, when almost 100 people gathered together
in Sydney and, via videoconference, Melbourne. Sandra also functions as GEO’s primary
connection to equity compensation issues in Australia, one of the emerging global centers
for employee share plans.
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NETHERLANDS
CHAPTER
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CHAPTER OF THE YEAR

Netherlands
The GEO Netherlands Chapter continues to thrive as one of our strongest and most active chapters. Chapter leaders, Don T. J. Jol from Deloitte, Martijn Bedaux from Courdid,
and Rik H.J. Stikkelbroeck from Hogenhouck Bedrijfsoverdrachten B.V., work closely as
a team to secure local sponsors, select interesting topics and speakers, and personally invite
all chapter members to attend GEO meetings. This team has been very successful in planning some of the most well-attended chapter meetings over the past year.
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ATLANTA

UNITED STATES

EMERGING CHAPTER OF THE YEAR

Atlanta, United States
Under the leadership of Hillary Williams of E*TRADE Corporate Services and Betsy
Lindquist of Cisco Systems, GEO’s new Atlanta Chapter has held three meetings since
inception in November 2008 and is poised to become a leading resource in the emerging corporate markets of the American South. With the guidance of the local chapter,
we’re excited about expanding chapter activities to nearby population centers over the
coming year.
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The 2008 GEO AWARDS

THE Judges' Awards 2008:
Corey Rosen, Ph.D., NCEO
Celtel International BV

BestPlan
Effectiveness
Best Plan Effectiveness:
Celtel International BV
CEVA Logistics, Intel Corporation

2008

Best Use of Technology:
Spansion, Sun Microsystems
Royal Dutch Shell plc
Best PLAN Communication:
Hormel Foods Corporation
Linde AG, BT Group plc.

Most Innovative and Creative PLAN Design:
Google, Diageo plc., ABB ltd.
Best in Financial Education:
CBS Corporation
Starbucks Coffee Company

Best Plan
Communication
BestUse of
Technolo
The 2007 GEO Awards
Best Plan Effectiveness:
UBS

Best Use of Technology:
ANZ
		

Most Innovative AND Creative Plan Design:
Syngenta, HSBC

2007

Best Plan Communication:
bhp billiton, Vodafone

The 2006 GEO Awards
Best Plan Effectiveness:
BT, Agilent Technologies

Best Use of Technology:
Accenture, Microsoft

Most Innovative AND Creative Plan Design:
Novartis, Smith & Nephew

2006

Best Plan Communication:
Starbucks Coffee Company, Diageo, Vodafone

The 2005 GEO AwardS
The Judges' Award 2005:
Charlie McCreevy, The European Commissioner
for Internal Markets & Services
Best Plan Effectiveness:
ABB, Reuters
Best Use of Technology:
Agilent Technologies, BP plc
Most Innovative AND Creative Plan Design:
SMIC, Roche
Best Plan Communication:
Vodafone

2005

The 2004 GEO AwardS
The Judges' Award 2004:
Professor Joseph Blasi
Best Plan Effectiveness:
Xansa, Imperial Tobacco
Best Use of Technology:
AstraZeneca, Axcan Pharma,
GlaxoSmithKline, UBS
Most Innovative AND Creative Plan Design:
Roche
Best Plan Communication:
Agilent Technologies, HBOS plc

2004

The 2003 GEO AwardS
Best Plan Effectiveness:
Procter & Gamble
Best Use of Technology:
Cisco Systems, Nokia, International Paper
Most Innovative AND Creative Plan Design:
HBOS plc, Michelin Group
Best Plan Communication:
Abbott Laboratories, Michelin Group, Xansa

2003
The 2002 GEO AwardS
THE JUDGES' AWARD 2002:
Gordon Brown,
UK Finance Minister, House of Commons
Best Plan Effectiveness:
Cisco Systems
Best Plan Communication:
BP Plc, PerkinElmer
Most InnovativE AND Creative Plan DesigN:
Swiss Re, BP plc, Pearson

2002

The GEO Awards have been developed to acknowledge outstanding achievements
by companies operating international employee stock plans. Our awards distinguish
applicants based on their employment size and on the type and category of plan for
which they are applying.
The awards are only granted to companies that submit applications to GEO for
consideration. Each year, an international panel of impartial equity compensation
professionals is selected to judge the GEO Awards. These Judges are chosen for their
demonstrated experience in the equity compensation profession. The Judges review
all submissions and meet to assess the candidates. Candidates are evaluated solely
on submitted materials.
The GEO Awards recipients are announced at the Annual GEO Conference.
We invite you to visit www.globalequity.org for the latest information about the
GEO Awards.

Visit us at www.globalequity.org
The GEO mission is to help our members stay ahead of global issues by providing an independent forum for open exchange. GEO
continues to influence the global community by informing, educating, and connecting our members.

